Of-course women
don’t work as hard
as men
Women get it right
first time

My bed wasn’t
feeling well this
morning
So I stayed at
home to take care
of it
1
2
A raindrop landing Never laugh at
on your cheek
your wife’s choices
Is a kiss from
You were one of
someone that lives
them
in heaven and is
watching over you
3
4
I’m temporarily out
of order
Please try again
later

5

I drink wine
because my Doctor
told me I shouldn’t
keep things bottled
up
6

I’ve reached middle
age and still don’t
need glasses
I just drink straight
from the bottle
7
It’s always a victory
for me
When I come into a
room and remember
why
9
When I was young I
feared the dark
Now when I see my
electricity bill
I am afraid of the
light
11

Why experiment
on animals
When there are ex
husbands

8
The answer may
not lie in the
bottom of the
bottle of wine
But you should at
least check just in
case
10
If it wasn’t for the
last minute
I wouldn’t get
anything done

12

You may be gone
Coffee isn’t just a
from my sight
drink
But you are never
It is a cup of sanity
gone from my heart
14
13
Marriage means
commitment
Then again so does
insanity

15
Sometimes I wake
up grumpy
But
Other times I let
him sleep
17

I think women are
foolish to think
they are equal to
men
They are far
superior and
always have been
16
Sorry I can’t make
it to work today
The blankets have
accepted me as one
of their own and if
I leave now I
might lose their
trust
18

Sometimes I drink a
Middle Age
glass of water
Where you finally
Just to surprise my get your head
liver
together and your
body starts falling
apart
19
20
I have learned so
much from my
mistakes
I am thinking of
making more
21

Mummy knows a
lot
But Grandma
knows everything

We’ve finally found
the fountain of
youth and it looks
and tastes a lot like
red wine

My alone time is
sometimes for your
own safety
Don’t forget that

23

22

24

God created man
before woman
But then again you
always make a
rough draft before
creating the final
masterpiece
25

Sometimes I forget
how to spell a word
So, I change the
whole sentence to
avoid using it
26

I’d take more trips
down memory lane
But I can’t
remember where to
turn

If it wasn’t for my
incredible will
power
I would be
exercising right
now
28

27
Things to do today
Get up
Survive
Go back to bed

29

I’m up – but if you
are expecting me
to be bright eyed
and bushy tailed
Go and catch a
squirrel
30

I’ve just burned
3000 calories
I forgot to take the
pizza out of the
oven
31

May your day be
as wonderful
As the first sip of
coffee

32

My boss told me to
start the
presentation with a
joke
So, I put my payslip
on the first slide
33

I’m going to retire
and live off my
savings
What I’ll do on the
second day
I have no idea
34

It’s not my fault I
have a double chin
When God was
giving out chins, I
thought he said
“Gin” so I said I
would have a double
35

I love rumours
I find out things
about myself I
never knew

36

I hate my moods
They never ask
permission before
they change

37
It’s not that I want
more shoes
But they keep
making them in my
size
39
I’m having fruit
salad for dinner
Well it’s mostly
grapes actually
Ok, all grapes,
fermented grapes
I am having wine
for dinner
41

If I was meant to
be controlled
I would have come
with a remote

38
I woke up, got out
of bed and had a
coffee
I think that is
enough for one day
40
There comes a time
in every woman’s
life that the only
thing that’s helps is
a glass of wine
42

I don’t just have
mood swings
I have the whole
play ground

43
Wine is to women
As duct tape is to
men
It fixes everything

45
Dust testing in
progress
Please do not
disturb samples

9 out of 10
husbands agree
that the wife is
always right
The 10th one has
mysteriously
disappeared
44
I will never be
over the hill
I’m to darn tired
to climb it

46
Wine improves
with age
The older I get the
more I like it

47

48

The best thing about
me is I’m a limited
edition.
There are no copies.
Bet your thinking
Thank the Lord
49

The biggest lie I tell
Myself is “I don’t
need to write it
down I will
remember it”
50

The nice part about
living in a small
town
When you don’t
know what you are
doing someone else
does
51

Today I feel like
putting an “Out of
order” sticker on
my head and going
back to bed

I’m not crazy
I’m just special
No, wait maybe I
am crazy
One second, hold on
I must talk to
myself about this
53

My goal this
weekend is to move
enough to let
people know I am
not dead

52

54

Two golden rules to
a happy marriage:
1 – The wife is
always right
2 – When you fee she
is wrong, slap
yourself and read
rule 1 again
55
I always make a list
when I go shopping
Sometimes I even
remember to bring
it with me
57
I’ve reached the age
where my train of
thought often leaves
the station without
me
59

Rules when I first
wake up:
Everyone be quiet
Keep to out my
way
Don’t ask me silly
questions
Get me coffee 56
Drinking wine on
the patio counts as
an outdoor
activity

58
Every box of
raisins
Is a tragic tale of
grapes that could
have been wine
60

Home: where you
can say anything,
you like because
nobody is listening
anyway

It’s strange how 8
glasses of water a
day seems
impossible
Whereas 8 glasses of
wine can be drunk
72
in one meal
73
Anyone else tired of Silence is golden
waiting for the
unless you have
fairy tale scene
children
Where the animals Then it is just
come and clean
suspicious
everything for you?
74
75
I’m smiling because
you are my brother
I’m laughing
because there is
nothing you can do
about it
76

I’m smiling because
you are my sister
I’m laughing
because there is
nothing you can do
about it
77

My mind says I am
in my twenties
But my body says
“Yeah you wish”
67
I’m pretty sure that Life’s too short
a 1/3rd of my life has to drink
been spent standing Cheap wine
in the middle of a
room wondering
what I came in here
69
for
68
Life’s too short
To drink
Cheap gin

Whoever said
laughter was the
best medicine has
never tasted wine

70

71

Whoever said
laughter was the
best medicine has
never tasted gin

My bed wasn’t
feeling well this
morning
So, I stayed at home
to take care of it
62

61
I need a six-month
vacation
Twice a year

63
All my friends must
be approved by my
dogs.
They are the best
judge of character
65

You know you are
getting older when
you feel like the
morning after and
there was no night
before
64
I clean when I am
frustrated, so if you
arrive and see my
house spotless you
might want to
reconsider your
visit
66

I’m not perfect
But I’m so close
it scares me

The day the world
runs out of wine is
too terrible to
consider

78

79

The day the world
When the recipe
runs out of gin is too says “add wine”
terrible to consider Never ask to what

80
Man can’t live by
cake alone
But woman can

82

81
Chocolate is the
answer
Never mind what
the question is

83

Dad to the world
you may be one
person
But to one person
you are the world
84
Granny to the world
you may be one
person
But to one person
you are the world
86
Irish text message
“I am just having 1
more pint, if I am
not home in 20
minutes please
reread text”
88

Mum to the world
you may be one
person
But to one person
you are the world
85
Granddad, to the
world you may be
one person
But to one person
you are the world
87
Today’s menu
Eat it
OR
Starve

89

Because I am your
Mother
That’s why

I used to be
indecisive
Not I am not so
sure

90

91

Women are made to Opps
be loved
Did I buy gin
Not understood
instead
of milk again

92
Opps
Did I but wine
instead
of milk again

93
When I find it
I don’t need it
When I need it
I can’t find it

94

95

I am sweet, lovable,
kind, shy and
innocent
Oh … for heaven’s
sake stop laughing
96
Good friends don’t
care if you house is
clean
Only if you have gin
98
It doesn’t matter
what you have in
life
If you can’t find it

100

Good friends don’t
care if your house
is clean
Only if you have
wine
97
Wine improves
with age
I improve with
wine

99
When I get older
they are never
going to say “what
a sweet old lady”
They’re going to
say “What is she up
to”
101

Nothing is
completely lost until
Mum can’t find it
102

Being asked if you
want more wine
Is like being asked
do you want more
money
103

Being asked if you
want more gin
Is like being asked
do you want more
money
104
Dieting is like a
chocolate teapot
A waste of time

Behind every
successful woman
Is a substantial
amount of
chocolate
105
It’s amazing how
kids learn to use a
computer, smart
phone and even
learn to drive a
car.
Yet have no
concept of how to
use a hoover,
dishwasher or lawn
mower
107

106

Be good to your
nieces and nephews
One day you will
need them to
smuggle your tipple
into the nursing
home
108

They said hard
work never killed
anyone
But why take the
chance

Please come in
I am already
disturbed

Mum’s are like
buttons
They hold things
together

110

109

111

My boss told me to
have a good day
So, I went home

If your cat thinks
you are the best
don’t seek a second
opinion

112

113

If your dog thinks
you are the best
don’t seek a second
opinion

114
I don’t know how to
act my age
I’ve never been this
age before

116
Keep smiling
It makes people
wonder what you
are up to

The only thing
worse than having
a spider in your
room
Is losing a spider in
your room
115
Real woman don’t
have hot flushes
They have power
surges

117
If you want the best
seat in the house
You have to move
the dog
119

118

If you want the best
seat in the house
You have to move
the cat

120
You know that
moment when you
wake up, feel
refreshed and full of
energy
No, me neither
122

Rabbits jump, and
they live for 8
years
Dogs run, and they
live for 15 years
Turtles do nothing
and live for 150
years
Lesson learned 121
I’ve shopped all my
life and still have
nothing to wear

123

You can’t scare me
I have children

That awkward
moment when you
put something in a
safe place and then
forget where the
safe place is
124
125

It’s those 3 little
words that makes
me smile, feel happy
inside and mean so
much
“Here’s your coffee”

You don’t know
something, Goggle it
You don’t know
somebody,
Facebook them
You can’t find
something, Shout
126
Mum”
127
Lazy is such an ugly Being on a
word
treadmill for an
I prefer selective
hour is good
participation
Next week I will
start walking
128

129

Toddlers
They struggle to
pronounce simple
words correctly
But if they hear a
rude one, they can
say it perfectly 130

Look officer, I am
not being smart
All I am saying is if
you caught me you
were speeding to
131

We are not ageing
We are ripening to
perfections

Marriage is a
relationship in
which one is always
right and the other
is the Husband
133

132
I’m out of order
until further notice,
my batteries have
run down and my
“give a damn” is
broken pending
repair
134

A recent study
found that women
who carry a little
extra weight live
longer than the
men who mention it
135

I put my symptoms
on WebMD and it
turns out I need to
be on a beach
drinking wine
136
Laundry Schedule
Sort – Today
Wash – Later
Fold – Eventually
Iron – Ha Ha Ha
138
Standing alone
Is better than
standing with
people who don’t
value you
140

I put my symptoms
on WebMD and it
turns out I need to
be on a beach
drinking gin
137
Love that moment
when you wake up
and realise it is
Friday

139
You know you’re
getting old when
your birthday is no
longer immediately
visible in drop
down menus and
you must start
scrolling
141

Don’t change so
people will like you
Be yourself and the
right people will
love you

Wine Truck
If children can
have an ice-cream
truck
Adults deserve a
wine truck
142
143

Wine Truck
If children can have
an ice-cream truck
Adults deserve a gin
truck
144

I love my pillow
because it gives me
different hair styles
every day

145

The less you respond Don’t look back
to negative people
You’re not going
The more peaceful
that way
your life will
become
146
147

Diet Tip
Eat food off other
peoples’ plates.
It’s their calories so
they don’t count
148

Spilling your glass
of wine
Is the adult
equivalent of
letting go of a
balloon
149

Spilling your glass
of gin
Is the adult
equivalent of letting
go of a balloon
150

If it weren’t for my
moods swings
I wouldn’t get any
exercise at all

Your mind needs as
much exercise as
your body
That’s why I think
about jogging every
day
152

Based on the
amount of washing
I do each week
I have to assume
there are people
who live here that I
haven’t meet yet
153

151

The truth is:
Sometimes you have
to do what’s best for
you and your life,
not what is best for
everyone else
154

The best things in
life are free:
Hugs, smiles,
friends, kisses,
family, sleep, love,
laughter and good
memories
155

To-night I tried
cooking with wine
After the 5th glass I
didn’t even know
why I was in the
kitchen
156

I’ve reached the age
where my train of
thought often
leaves the station
without me

Never go to bed
angry
Stay up and plot
your revenge

Of-course I know
how to
communicate
without a phone.
I have an app for
that
159

158

157

Dear Mr Spider
Unless you pay
rent, you can’t live
in my house

160

I have learned so
much from my
mistakes
I am thinking of
making more
161

I’ve finally found
I’ve finally found
the fountain of
the fountain of
youth.
youth
It looks and tastes a It looks and tastes a
lot like wine
lot like gin
162
I’ve just been
diagnosed with
NCD
No Can Do

163
That awkward
moment when
you’re not sure if
you actually have
free time or if you
have forgotten
what you have to

164 do

Behind every man
is a woman resisting
the urge to pull the
carpet out from
under him
166
What is the
meaning of life?
I don’t know the
internet is down
168

165

Since there is only
one of me, does that
make me an
endangered species
or a limited edition
167
I’m not crazy
My reality is just
different from
yours
169

Dinner will be
ready when the
smoke alarm goes
off

170

Don’t try to
understand me
Just love me

171

Women are half the Grand children are
population
like stars
But have all the
They sparkle and
brains
shine

172

173

A hug is a great gift If you believe
One size fits all
horses can’t count
put three carrots in
174
your pocket and
only give him two
175

If money doesn’t
grow on trees
Why do banks have
branches

I would be
unstoppable
If I could just get
started

176
Calories are the
little sods that get
together at night in
your wardrobe and
sew your clothes
tighter.
My wardrobe is
infested with the
little blighters 178
Alcohol does not
solve problems
But then again
neither does milk
180

177
When in doubt
Add more wine

179
Save water
Drink wine

181

Save water
Drink gin

182
Don’t make me mad
and then tell me to
calm down, that is
like shooting
someone and then
wondering why
they are bleeding
184
I tried to log into
my iPad, turns out
it was an Etch-asketch and I don’t
own an iPad
I am also out of gin
186

Because we can’t
call people without
wings angels
We call them
friends
183
I tried to log into
my iPad, turns out
it was an Etch-asketch and I don’t
own and iPad.
I am also out of
wine
185
I’m looking forward
to the summer
The rain gets
warmer
187

My bed is a magical
place
Where I suddenly
remember
everything, I was
supposed to do 188

If you tickle me
I am not
responsible for your
injuries

If at first you don’t
succeed
Try doing it the
way your wife told
you
190

Mum is the only
person who works
365 days a year
without leave

If I ever go missing I
would like my photo
on wine bottles
instead of milk
cartons.
That way my
friends will know to
look for me
192

If I ever go missing
I would like my
photo on gin bottles
instead of milk
cartons.
That way my
friends will know to
look for me 193

189

191

I might look like I
am doing nothing
But in my head, I
am very busy

If Mothers’ were
flowers
You’d be the one I
picked

194

195

They say that hard
work never killed
anyone
But why take the
chance
196

In wine this is
wisdom
In beer there is
freedom
In water there is
bacteria
197

Save the earth
It’s the only planet
with wine

Save the earth
It’s the only planet
with chocolate

198

199

Save the earth
It’s the only planet
with gin

I’d give up
chocolate
But I’m not a
quitter

200
I’d give up wine
But I’m not a
quitter

202

201
I’d give up gin
But I’m not a
quitter

203

You don’t have to be I don’t need Google
crazy to live here
My wife knows
We’ll train you
everything
204
205

First God created
man
Then he had a
better idea

Might wake up
early and go for a
jog
I might also win the
lottery
Odds are about the
206 same
207
I’m not short
Live, Laugh, Love
I’m just more down If that doesn’t work
to earth than most
Load, Aim and Fire
people
209
208
We take our kids
everywhere
But they keep
finding their way
back
210

I used to have a
handle on life
But it broke

211

Work fascinates me You will always be
I can sit and look at my friend
it for hours
You know too much
213
212
I’ve finally lost my
mind
If found don’t
bother to return it
It wasn’t working
properly anyway
214
My Doctor asked if
any members of my
family suffer from
insanity
I replied “No we all
seem to enjoy it”
216

My people skills are
just fine
It’s my tolerance of
idiots that needs
some work
215
The other day
someone told me I
could make ice
cubes with left over
wine.
I was confused,
what is left over
wine
217

The secret of
enjoying a good
wine.
Open the bottle to
allow it to breathe –
if it doesn’t look like
it’s breathing, give
it mouth to mouth
218
A woman is like a
tea bag
You never know her
strength until you
drop her in hot
water
220

Be the kind of
woman who when
your feet hit the
floor in the
morning the Devil
says “Oh no she’s
up”

I think I have the
urge to get up and
clean the house
Wait ….. No false
alarm
222

This is a selfcleaning kitchen
Clean up after
yourself

219
I feel like I should
clean the house.
So, I am going to lie
down and take a
nap till the feeling
passes
221

223

Alcohol doesn’t
cause hangovers
Waking up does

224
The words you are
looking for are
“Yes dear”

226
Dogs don’t just steal
your hearts
They also take up
half the bed
228

A woman’s place is
in the kitchen
Sitting with her
feet up, sipping a
cocktail and
watching her
husband cook 225
Never
underestimate the
powers of
Grandmothers
227
Replacing the toilet
seat
Will not cause
brain damage
229

Would you like to
speak to the man in
charge?
Or the woman who
knows what’s
happening
230

Junk
Something you keep
for years, then
throw away two
weeks before you
need it
231

NOVINOPHOBIA NOGINOPHOBIA
The fear of running The fear of running
out of wine
out of gin

232

233

As I grow older
My mind doesn’t
just wander
Sometimes it leaves
completely
234

The best thing
about me is I am a
limited edition,
there are no copies
Bet you’re thinking
Thank the Lord 235

The biggest lie I tell
myself is “I don’t
need to write it
down I will
remember it”
236

It’s always a
victory for me
when I com into a
room and
remember why
237

Just once, I would
like to wake up,
turn on the news
and hear Monday is
cancelled go back to
bed
238

If it wasn’t for my
incredible will
power
I would be
exercising right
now
239

Wouldn’t it be great
if we could put
ourselves in the
dryer for a few
minutes, then come
out wrinkle free and
3 sizes smaller
240
Wrinkles are
hereditary
Parents gets them
from their children
242
My boss told me to
start the
presentation with a
joke
So, I put my payslip
on the first slide
244

I love rumours
I find things out
about myself I
never knew

241
Diet tip of the day
Don’t go back for
seconds
Get it all the first
time
243
Life isn’t about
waiting for the
storm to pass
It is about learning
to dance in the rain
245

A raindrop landing
on your cheek
Is a kiss from
someone that lives
in heaven and is
watching over you

My mother always
told me if you can’t
say anything nice
don’t say anything
at all and some
people wonder why
I am quiet around
246 them
247
My alone time is
Do you ever have a
sometimes for your plan for the day
own safety
and suddenly it is
Don’t forget that
4.00pm and you
have achieved
248 literally nothing
249
Overall the years
Few women admit
have been kind to us their age
It’s the weekend
Hardly any men
that did the damage act theirs
250
251

Do you mean to tell
me a stress ball isn’t
for throwing at
people who stress
you out
252

I hate the part of
the morning where
I must get out of
bed and participate
in real life
253

Sometimes I pretend
to be normal, but it
gets boring, so I go
back to being me
254

I could be a
morning person
If mornings
happened about
noon
255

When I say “not
before my coffee”
I am 100% serious

Friends
Are Angels that lift
us to our feet when
our wings have
trouble
remembering how
to fly
257

256

Today’s forecast
100 percent chance
of wine

258

Today’s forecast
100 percent chance
of gin

259

I just rescued some
wine
It was trapped in
the bottle
I saved the day
260

I just rescued some
gin
It was trapped int
the bottle
I saved the day
261

If a woman is upset,
hold her and tell
how beautiful she is.
If she starts to growl
retreat a safe
distance and give
her some wine
262

If a woman is upset
hold her and tell
her how beautiful
she is.
If she starts to
growl retreat a safe
distance and give
her gin 263

If a woman is upset
hold her and tell he
how beautiful she is.
If she starts to growl
retreat a safe
distance and give
her chocolate
264
I’m still looking for
a problem that can’t
be solved with
chocolate
266
I’m still looking for
a problem that can’t
be solved with wine
268

Marriage is like a
deck of cards. In
the beginning all
you need is two
hearts and a
diamond. By the
end you wish you
had a club and a
spade
265
May your troubles
be less, and your
blessings be more
And nothing but
happiness come
through your door
267
I’m still looking for
a problem that
can’t be solved with
gin
269

I do 5 sit ups a day
Pressing the snooze
button

Nothing cures
insomnia than the
realisation it is
time to get up

270

271

When is the “Old
enough to know
better” supposed to
kick in

I believe my house
is haunted as every
time I stand in
front of the mirror
a crazy old woman
stands in front of
me, so I can’t see
272 my reflection 273
Don’t change so
Women are Angels
people will like you When someone
Be yourself and the breaks our wings
right people will
we simply continue
love you
to fly, usually on a
broomstick.
We are flexible like
274 that
275

Better to have loved
and divorced
Than to be stuck
with an idiot
forever
276

Of-course women
don’t work as hard
as men
Women get it right
first time
277

